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About This Content
This Hired Sword is a new Hero-type unit that can be recruited to further customize your roster. The Doomweaver is
available for the Skaven and the Cult of the Possessed.
Mystics who tap directly into the Winds of Magic, Doomweavers are both powerful and pitiable. Their minds constantly filled
with strange visions and the sound of daemons scratching at the barriers of reality, they slowly descend into madness. The
energies they harness twist their bodies with subtle mutations. Yet the magic they wield is the stuff of Chaos itself, primal and
nigh unstoppable.
The Doomweaver has access to a unique new set of skills and spells:

Active skills
Ritual of Scorn: Increases melee Critical Hit chance of allies but reduces Critical Resistance of the caster.
Ritual of Suffering: Reduces melee Damage of enemies but deals damage to the caster.
Ritual of Defiance: Increases Ranged Resistance of allies but reduces Movement range of the caster.

Passive skills
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Favoured: Increases the chance to trigger a Tzeentch Curse and only Curses with areas of effect will ever be triggered.
Daub of Obscurity: Increases Melee and Ranged Resistance.
Daub of Change: Increases the chance to trigger a Tzeentch Curse.
Daub of Hatred: Increases Spell Damage.

Magic Spells
Warp Accretion: Increases Wyrdstone Resistance. Gathering a Wyrdstone increases Critical Resistance.
Idol of Blood: Summons an idol at target area. Allies near the totem cannot use Flee or Disengage, are immune to All
Alone, and gain wounds when dealing melee damage.
Idol of Change: Summons an idol at target area. Everyone near the totem is purged of Magic effects, gains Magic
Resistance, and has their Spellcasting cost changed.
Idol of Pestilence: Summons an idol at target area. Enemies near the totem have their primary attributes reduced.
Boon of Ruin: Reduces the cost of Counter-Attack and increases Melee Hit Chance. When dealing melee damage,
suffer damage.
Spiteful Manifestation: Deals damage and reduces Armour Absorption.
Idol of Lust: Summons an idol at target area. When receiving damage, allies near the totem gain a buff.
Burning Blood: Deals damage and inflicts a debuff that deals damage on the target's next turn.
The Doomweaver can also have access to the “Blood Offering”, “Touch of Palsy”, “Chaos Evolution” and “Chaos
Advantage” Warband Skills of the Chaos.
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Title: Mordheim: City of the Damned - Doomweaver
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Rogue Factor
Publisher:
Focus Home Interactive
Franchise:
Warhammer
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista 64bit, Window 7 64bit, Windows 8 64bit, Windows 10 64bit (32bit OS not supported)
Processor: AMD/INTEL Dual-Core 2.4 GHz
Memory: 4096 MB RAM
Graphics: 1024 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible AMD Radeon HD 5850/NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460 or higher
DirectX: Version 9.0c
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 8 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible
Additional Notes: Internet connection required for online gaming and game activation
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A powerful but cursed unit that requires some finesse to play as he can acidentally AOE all his team-mates to death if not used
with care. Destructive mage caster class.. This hero is a bit iffy to use, his whole deal is making dangerous AoE effects happen
around him when he casts spells. These always affect him but also any allies or enemies nearby. In other words, put this guy near
two or more enemies (the more the merrier) and cast spells to easily turn the fight in your favor.
The curses he can cause are these:
(In no particular order)
1. Wild Aethyr: Deals damage in an area
2. Overload: Everyone nearby loses all Offence Points (A)
3. Aethyric Surge: Stuns nearby units (B)
4. Horrendous Pain: Puts Open Wounds on nearby units (C)
5. Flare: Blinds nearby units, reducing their chances to hit
A: This is a very powerful curse. Make sure your Doomweaver has high initiative so that he can act before the enemy spends
their Offence Points.
B: Also powerful, keep in mind that only crits cause Open Wounds, so this does not cause them.
C: This is kind of a bad curse, it makes your Doomweaver get a light wound after the battle, even if you win. Try bringing
poultices to treat it.. most pointless hero ever dont buy waste of money
Curse debuff is actually generated by this hero making it terrible support as will its skilled to trigger and they are AOE when
this happens which do more you losing the match than the game AI can throw at you
unit suffers the normal leadership tests and is low HP the basic spell improves hit chance in close combat but you lose HP every
attack hit or miss and applying to enemy just means likely will hit you back often much harder and Knock you out making the
trade off pointless
all this adds up in end of match results is wounded hero needing treatment if not dead with a lasting injurys which effect
progress in ranks to maybe a sort of useful hero
Dont buy waste of money not even useful and a scout or distraction for enemy as the moral lost could cost you the match when
he easy killed
. Doom weaver is a pretty solid support player. I really like the style of a tanky buffer\/debuffer that you can use with him. So
far so good. I've played maybe three matches with him so far, seems legit. Good customization options too!. Pros:
-Skaven get a pet human
-Support spellcaster that fits well in many warbands
-Extremely unique and fun mechanics
-Everyone needs an adorable bald racoon eyed tactical nuke on their team
Cons:
-$2 for one unit seems lame
-Tzeentch's Curse Tactical Nuke option inconsistent and unreliable
-Can be an awkward fit in actual Chaos warbands
Overall: The Doomweaver takes magic and flips the rules on its head. At his core, he's a support spellcaster. He uses
totems to buff allies and debuff enemies, controlling the way a battle can flow. So he works great when in groups of
people, if you take the time to build him along that path. Oddly enough, this also means he's at his very best in a
Skaven warband, since they already rely on swarm tactics. He stands out a bit.
But he also has a cool ability, Favored, that prevents any non-AoE Tzeentch's Curse, which means he will never
accidentally OHKO himself with a bad dice roll. Instead, he will oftentimes be able to sit in the middle of a wave of
enemies, and give them all one massive debuff. He even has ways to increase the likelihood of a curse happening, which
seems stupid and counterproductive at first. But he's surprisingly effective if used correctly, and is honeslty one of the
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more enjoyable units I've played in Mordheim.
Bottom Line: Worth it; my personal favorite DLC unit
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